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ATTITUDES: YOUNG-OLD AND OLD:OLD

Existing literature in social gerontology duggeats that age groups

in industrialized societies are becoming increasingly differentiated, a

phenomenon that provides a structural base for major social'changes

and 44justments (Riley, et al., 1972). A relatively new and meaningful

age division has occuried:in the United States among older persons.-

Those aged to 74 have been designated the young old and those 75

and pri/e4 are called the old-old (Neugarteri 1974, 1975). Data on these

4t
two age groups in various settings ok the country would be useful to

- .

program planners. In a short'time.the young»old millbecome the

old-old and they will carry with them many of their psychological,pd

social characteristics.

0 This paper focuses on Subjective aspectd of well-being as reflected
a

theattitudes of yOung-Old and old-old persons living in two communities

in the United States -- onea rural county in the Southern Appalachian

Region and the otherametropolitan center located just outside the

Region. The general hypothesia examined ishat the young-old would

reveal a more favorable subjective life than the old-old people. Answers

are sought to two questi ns. (1) la,whq ways do the young-old and the

old-old in the twolomm nities differ itheir attitudes?. (2) What

implications do the findings have for theory arid-practice .in social

gerOritolOgy? Information reIeyant to these questions ehotild 'Rf- .-useful

to groups and organizations involved in planning future prosiams for

I-,

t older personsin the two,commuriities.

4*



NETIIODS

In 1971, data were collected by personal interview with representar

time samples of men and women aced 20 and over living in rural
11
rural county of

the Southern Appaliachian Region and in a metropolitan center located just

outsidp theiRegion. The urban center had apopulation of about 160,000

and the rural county had a population of about 6,500. The samples

,drawn included 266 persons aged 55 and over who constituted the respondents

in the following report. 'Among them were 90 young-old and 20 old-old

in the urban .center and 126 young-old and 14 old-old in therural county..

The 266 respondents included 172 women and 94 men, and the ratio of.wamen

to men was somewhat greater in the urban center than it the rural area.

As might be expected, the young-old persons were more advantaged

socially and economically than the old-old. In both urban and rural samples;

t

the young-old, compared with the 01d-old, included a larger proportion of

married persond, reported higher annual incomes, and possessed fewer health

.,silments.Onequarterofthe young-old but aoae of the oldrold were. in the

labor forced In the urban sample, the eilcational levels of the young-old

and old -old were approxkmately.equal, but in the rural sample the young-

t
.

-,old had received more formal education than the old-old. The respOndents

were almost entirely of theProtestant,faith. .A greater proportion of

ftt

.the rural than of the urban sample waaborn in Kentucky and on a farm (Table 1).

As used in.th"is paper, theterm "attitude" refers to a complex of

knowledge, baliefs,rmtions, convictions, and values by Which a person

expressed Ways of looking at things and 'situations. (Anderson, 1954);

Ae
Attitudes were assessed by presenting each respondent with 72 statements

constituting 24 scales on attitudes about self, morale and outlOok



and about family, economic, and c =unity conditions. The threstate-

-ments in each scale were-designed to run in either a "positive" or

"negative" direction (see Append11.0. Respondents gave an "agree", a

"don't hnoiP, or a "disagree" answer to each statement. These responses

were scored three, two, and one, respectively, permL:ting 4 mem &c.ore

range from three to nine for each set. Inte=colreations among statements

on each seals ranged from 0.73 to 0.96, indicating that the itclos did

assess'a common underlying dimension In the following analysis, one-tailed

statisticA tests were Used because of the directional nature of the

hypotheselhe significance of difference between any two mean attitudinal

scores was computed by using the T-teat (liueller, et al., 1970, 410-410..

A statistically significant higher mean score on a positive scale and a

statistically significant lower mean score on a negative scale have been

designated "favorable" scores.

FINDINGS
/

.'
,

In the metropolitan center, substantial differences were found

between the attitude scores of-the young-old and old-Old persons.

Comparisons of mean scores on the 24 attitudelscales yielded 13 statistically

significant differences betwe4n the two urbggage groups. Of these

statistically significant differendes in mean scale scores, the old-old

persons scored moie favorably than the yourig-old on eldven, and the

young-old scored more favorably than the o14-old on only two, resulting

in an overall ratio favoring the old-old of.5.5 to one (Table 2).

In the rural' community only
slight/differences were found between

the attitude scores of the youngfold and the op mold. Comparisons of
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mean scores on the 24.attitude scales revealed only four statistically

significant differences between the two'r,rcl age groups. Of these four

statistically significant differences in.mean scale scores, the young-old

scored more favorably than the old-old on three, and the old-old scored

more favorably than the yo ng.old on one. i

\

\

The-category of atti de scales yielding the greatest dilparity

between young -old and old-old,persons in the urban center was that

assessing Subjective economic deprivation. This category attempted to

measure the. respondents' attitudes about financial worry, about the

condition of-theirpo-asing, an!: need for- more money.

On aaah-of tha'threa at':it;le scaies inthic category At he old-old persons

in.tha ustropolitan.centar made the more favorable score. Cld-old urban

ergo: c, compared: with. the yoltng-old urban'persons, uorried less about

their linanzial revealed greater 'oatisfaction-with their

housing, and maintained that they had less need, f4t more money.

In the rural county only one of the three attitude scales.Ussessing

,subjective economic deprivation yielded statistically. significant

differences betweenthe9oung-old,and the old-old. The old-old persons

.
In the rural area revealed significantly more dissatisfaction with their

housing conditions than did the young-old rural residents. No statistically

significant differences were found between the two rural age groups in

their attitudes about financial worry or the need for.more money.

The morale of the old -oldN urban petsons was somewhat higher than

that of the young-old urban respondents. This subjective state was

assessed by weans of ,four attitude scales which attempted to measure :
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feelings of pessimism, a sense of dreariness, a feeling of emptiness,

and general happiness. On two of these four scales the old-old

urban persons bade a more favorable score than did the urbad young-oldie.

The old-old's4 compared with the young-old's, fokindtheir lives less

dreary and reported less emptiness in their lives. 'No significant

differences were found between the two urban age groups in attitudes.

registering pessimism or general hapiiiness.

The young-old rural people revealed slightly higher morale

than did the old-old p

attitude scales assess

differences between th

old rural people score

scale ttan did ,the old

of,mean scale snores y

between the rural youn

rsons in the rural county. Only one of the four

g morale yielded statistically significant

two6age groups in the rural county. The young-

significantly higher on the general happiness

Old;respondents in the rural county. Comparison!)

elded no statistically significant differences

-old and old -oldipn attitudes reflecting a

sense of pessimism, drearifiess, or emptiness.

Old-old urban respondents revealed somewhat more favorable

attitudes about their communities than.did the =ban yumins-01.4 veopl;.

Cbmmunity evaluation was aseessed by means-of four scales, one on

satisfaction with visiting patterns, one on the degree of yeilhborlinass

in the community, one on a rating of the neighborhood as a place in

which to live, and a fourth on a general evaluation of their communities.

The old-old urbanites scored more favorably than the young-old urban

dwellers on two of the four communi i scales. The old-old parsons, compared-

7
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with the young-old, revealed more favorable attitudes regarding visiting

patterns and general community evaluation. No Significant differences

were found between the attitude scores of the urban old-old and young-
*

old On neighborliness and on the rating given to thPir neighborboods.

In the rural county only one of the four attitude scales evaluating

cOmmunity life yielded statistically significant differences between the

young -old and the old-old. Thoold-ald.rural.persons gave a more favorable

rating to their neighborhoods than did thexural young-old people. On

the three remaining attitude scales evaluating vlaiting patterns,

neighborliness, and community life no statistically significant

differences were found between the mean scores of the young-old and old-

old in the rural county.

In general outlook the old-old persons in the metropolitan center

scored more favorably than the urban young-old by a ratio of two to one.

Four scales assessed general outlook: attitudes about religion, about

the use of time, about personal gratification, and attitudes reflecting

a sense of failure. Old-old urban persons revealed stronger feelings

of personal gratification and less pronounced feelings of failure than

did the young-old urban men and Women. .1n contrast, the young-old

urban dwellers reveal d more positive attitudes about the use of ime

tha did'the a-old u banitqs. ,,One general outlook scale -- that

as essing religious co :is -- yielded no statistically significant

difference between the young-old and the old-old' in the metropolitan ___

center.
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In the rural area no statistically significant differences were

found between the young-old and old-old persons in attitudes reflecting

a general outlook on life. Young-old and old -old persons in the rural

county revealed very similar attitudes abOut religion, about the use

of time, about personal gratification, and about a sense of failure in

life.

The urban old-old persona revealed a slightly more favOrable

self-image than did the urban young7old. Self-image_was identified

from responses to fOur attitude scales -- one included -statements 4bout,

a positive.self-image, another about a negative image, a third revealed

a positive self-rating of health condition, and'a fourth a negative

rating of health. On one scale -- that assessing a negative self-image

-- the old-ola urban people made a more favorable score than did the

urban young-old persons. On the remaining three scales assessing

self-image, no statistically significant differences were found

between the mean scores of the urban old-old and the urban young-old.
N.\\

The rural young -old persons reported a slightly more favorable self-
.

image than did the rural old-old people. On one of the four scales

assessing self-imag4 -- that which attempted to measures positive self-

rating of health condition -- the young-old rural people made a more

avorhble score-than did the old-old rural.respondents. No statistically

significant differences were found between the mean. scores of the

rural young-old and rural old -old on the scales assessing a-positive ;ort

negative self-image or on the scale assessing negative health. .



Favorable attitudesabout:family life were equally distributed

between the young.old sand the old-old.in the metropolitan center.
;(

Five scales constituted the tunny attiOnde category. These were

deskned to assess family pride, family support, family rejection,

family worry, and ditisfaction with hhildhoOd. The urban young-old

persons reported less family rejection than dicy, urban old.-old,
N.

but the old-old persons in the metropolitan community revealed a

o

stronger,identification with their families then.did,the urban young-

old No statisticallysignificant differencekwere found betweeh the

me attitude scores of the urban young-old and the urban old-old.

persons on the, scales measuring' family pride, family worry, and

happiness in childhood.

In the rural county no statistically significant differefices

mere found between the young-old and old-old persons in attitudes about

family 'life. Similar attitudes were revealed by the two rural,age

groups concerning family pride, family suppott and rejection, family

worry,. and happiness in childhood.

iPLICATIONS

The foregoing data have a number.of'implications for theory and

practice in social gerohtology. The findings in the, urban center do

not support existing theory. it was expected that the young -old by

virtue of their younger years and more desitablesOcial and economic

conditions would reveal the more favorable attitudes. The decidedly

more favorable attitudes among the old-old thart.,among the young-old

lO
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'in the.urban.center add to the accumulating literature that late life

may be associated with a favorable psychological outlook (Maas and

KuYpers, 1974).
0

Several hYpothe'ses may be suggested to explain the attitudinal

- findings in the urban center. One concerns survival. Perhaps the old-
,

old persons interviewed in the-urban center represent the psychological,

elite of their age cohort. Their positive psychological odclook pley

have'been an important factor in the surviVil. .GeneratiOnal and adjust.

e ment hypotheses may also be relevant. The young--old in the urban center

reflect the attitudes of youngeN4persons,who make strong demands

\upon their social-environmental conditions. When these demands are

not fulfilleclto.t satisfactory degree,, the young-old persons may

eport negative attitudes. In contrast, the old-old'in the metropolitan,

enter may have made: adjustments to, their life conditions. They may

h ve been accustomed to rather meager, rewards throughout theirl.ives
c ,

d they may be r tiv ly content with what they have in late

Th seadjustments may be reflected in favorable attitudes. AtL

The findings in the urban center carry some implications for

re programs for the aged in that community. The yOung-old will

bec e the old-old in the near future, d they will carry with them

many 1of their present attitudes and citations. Whea,the present

young\old beeome-the old-old they und y Will be leas content

than .bhe present generation of pers ns. They will probably

make'greater demands upon their community f4 opportunities

service?. It might b wise for Organizations-in the metropblitan

center to be cognizant o th emerging trend in planning programs

for the 'future.

1 1
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The, attitudinal findings in the rural county tend to suppOrt

existing theory. The young-old did report more favorable attitudes

than the old-61d. The small
``number

of attitude scale scores that

differed significantly betwethe two rural age groups,suggebt some

characteristic f the rural culture that may have implications for

developing aging programs in that regions. Studieb of life in the

Southern Appalachian Region of the United States ven;ed the strong

homogenpous folk character of thnculture-{Pord, 1962; Walls and
1

,

Stephenson, 1972). Apparently it is a society less stratified and less

segmented by age than urban areas.. It appears' that "old -age characteris-

tics" may set in during later middle age and remain fairlytconstant into

later old age. It may be inferred that prog'rams and services developed

for perbons of later middle age in the rural county may be suitable

fo'r persons of advanced old age.

40,
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APPENDIX: ATTITUDE SCALES

1, positive Image. Mat people-think I am more friendly than

others my age. If I make promises, I always carry them out. I am, sure

my appearance is better than others my age. 2. Negative Imn4e,.

Sometimes I feel as though I am not much good. I wish I had more

confidence in myself. All things considered, I feel that I em a

fagure: 3. Positive Health. 1y health is good enough for me to do

all the things I want to. Uy health is much batter than people my own

age. I have perfect health. 4. Negative Health. I worry more abou

my health than I used to. I sometimes wish I wore in better health.$

I would like to have more health care than I am getting now. 5. Pessimism.
1

Nowadayi, a person has to live for today and let tomorrow take care of

itself. Inspite of what some people. say, the lifeof the average man

today. is getting worse, not better. It is hardly 'fair to bring children -

into the world the way things look for the future. 6. Dreariness.

life could be4happier than it is now. Nest of the things I do are

rather dull. This is the dreariedt time of my life. 7. EMPtiness.

I feel my lifel.scould be more useful. I donknow what. to do with my

free time. I wish I could get more things done each day. 8. Happiness.

This is thee happiest time of my life. If I could live my life over

again, would live it exactly the name way. Taking all things into

account, I think I am as happy as moot people iy age. 9. Religious.

vy religion helpsing solve many of my problems I get a great deal of

comfort out of my religion. In the final analysis, my religion is the

only thing I can.really count on. '10. Time. I get upset if I don't

have several things' planned each day. I have many ideas about exciting

'Adapted. from Srole (1955)



.Page Two'
Appendix (Coned)

activities for the next month. I 7pect interesting, and pleasant

things to happen to me in the future. 11. Gratification. AsI look

. at my life today, I,am more than satisfied with it. I have gotten

pretty much what I expect out of Wei I have everything I need to

lathe me happy. 12._ Failure. If I could live my life over again, I .

would do things differently. I often get tired of trying to do the

right thing. Some days I don't think life is worth. living. 13.

Family Pride. My parents were much more successful in life than I

will ever-be. I am pleased that my relatives have turned out somell.

When I was a child, /elt that my family was much better off than other

families I know. 14. Familz1Suotort. I know I can always count on

help fAraw family If I.really need it. I always ask advice of my

family before making any decisions. my greatest happiness in life

cornea. from my family. 15. Family Resection. Friends are more
.

important to me than relatives. Most families have a lot of arguments.

Sometimes I feel my family could °get along without me. 16. Family Worry.

I worry more about my family than other people my.age. My relatives cause

ate n'lot of worry. Family problems'are my greatest terry at the

present time. 17. Childhood. Without a doubt,' my.childhood was the

happielt time of my life. When I Was a child; I had all thethings I

wanted. As,a child, I Wasps happy as other ehildrenI played with.

18. Financial worry. I worry a lot about family finances. '.I think

my family spends too much money onfoolish things. I wish we could

save more money each month, 19, Housing.' I wish I had abetter house ..i.

to live in. This. litiuse always has. something that needs fixing,- This

house needs major repairs. 20. Need Money, z wish I had more

15



Page Three
Appendix (Cont'd),

opportunities -to earn money. I have to go without soMe things because.

I don't have enough money. I would be a lot happier if I had more money.

21. Visiting;. I would like to spend more time visiting with people.

I wish I had more close friends. I would like to knot my neighbors

better. 22. Neighborliness.. I would like to take part in more .

social activities. I Irish people would visit me more often.' Life

would be more'enjoyable if people were more neighborly. 23. Good

Neighborhood. ..This neighborhood is an ideal place to live. in. The

people in this neighborhood are real friendly. I.can%find all the

things I want to do in this neighborhood. 24. Community Not Good..

I think I would be happier if I moved to.a different.community.. The

.main trouble with this community is lack of $4ings to do. This Would
/

..-be a better community if people were.tore friendly.

4
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T 610 1. Social and gtonomic particteristies.of Young-Old and
in an Urban and a Rural Area of UentudkY: 1971.

Old-Old Fer800,11

Ur an Rura
Characteristi Young-Old* Old Old* .Yoiln»Old, Old-010

N 126 14

ex
Pule
Female

Religion
Protestant 90 39 90 100-
Other , 10 10 ,

1

'26
74

%

25 45

75 54

7.

36
04

Born iniCentucky
Yes
No.

Born on Farm
Yes.
No

74

26

46
54

82 100

13, 4

61

i 39

Marital Status
Married, 40 -,' 25

Single 60 75

ftealtiAilments
None 37 21

,

1 to 4 . 32 42

5 or more 31. 36

.Work Statds.
Working , 26 0

Itepping house , 35 32

Retired 36 64

Other 3 '4

36
.14

0

ft)

P.

67 '

33 '

29
26

45

25
'- 39

34
2

\

..

Education
0-5 years 10 11

6-11 years .,, . 18 36 0

12-14 years 36-- 32 , 13-
15 and over 14 21 , 7

Income
Under $5b0
$500 - 1,999
$2,000 - 5,999
$6,00d and over

youps-old a Piged 55-74
= lied 75 and Over

,

43
57*

14
36.
50 ..

0.

57
36
7

50
43
7

0

15 14 1 21

30 57 4 79

35 10
- 20 11 0

3 0

A 17

2,



Table 2. dean Attitude Scale Scores of Young-01d and Old-Old Persons

in an Urban and a Rural Area of Kentucky: 1971,.

Self-image
Positive image
Negative image.
Positive health
Negative health

Morale
PessimitIM
Drearinesd
Empqintsd
Happiness

Outlook
Religioua
Time
Gratification
Failure.

Family,

Pride
'., Support

Rejection'
Worry
Childhood

E"conomic

Financial worry
Housing
Need money

Community
Aditing
Neighborlinesa
Good neighborhood
Community not good

Urban Rural-

Y-0*
(SC)

0-0*

(20
.t P Y-0

..S12.6).

7.35 7.36 -0.04 7.26

5.65 5.07 1.80 * 6.32

6.05 5.50 1.22 5.83

6.31 6.57 -0.60 6.83

6.29 6.21 0.16 6.94

5.49 4.11 3.73 *** 5.81
6.34 5.46 3.02 ** 6.64

6.16 6.50 -1.02 6.56

- 8.24 8.04 q,456 8.28

+ 6.21 5.50 2.21 * 5.90

+ 6.65 7.71 -2.47 ** 7.34

- 5.61 4.68 2.44 **. ,S.63

6.36 6.86 -1.55 6.48

7.12 7.79 -1.78 * 7.80

5.82 6.35 -1.70 * 6.13

4.71 4.11 1.54 5,6Y

5,11 6.51 -1.17 . 6.63

111. 5.52 4.32 3.06 *** 6.02

5.12 4.18 2.74 ** 6.37

6.09 4.43 3.67 *** 6.79

6.35 5.36 2.26 * 6.93

5.94 6.25 -0.65 6.96

7.37 7.'36. 0.02 0,03

4.72 4 14 '1.83 * ..545

7.43 ..0.58

6.71 -0.6);

4.57 2.71
7.64 .4.28

6.50
6.07
6.07
5.79

8.43 -0.32
5.64 0.70
7.00 0.79
5.79.-0.37

6.50 -0.06
7.79 0.03
6.93 :31
'6.50 ..L.34

6.71 -0.23

603 -0.08 .

7.36 -1.74
g443,-69463_,,

6.93 0.00

6.79 0.27
8.57 -1.88
5.21,,O.40

*

Y-0 Aged 55-74-

0-0 = Aged 75 and over

I

.One- tailed test

0.05

0.-01

0.001



FOOTNOTES

1Paper bowie presented at the Garontological Society annual meeting,
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